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I L L U S T R A T I O N S
None of the photographs or images reproduced in this docu-
ment can be duplicated. This publication is intended solely for 
educative purposes; copyright remains with its proprietors.
This is an appendix to Vian Paashuis’s master thesis “Blissfully 
Ephemeral: A Genealogy of a Photographic Paradox.”
Figure 1.1  
Vox Populi Norway, 2004. Photographic installation.
267 individually framed colour photographs (13 x 18 cm), 7.2 x 2.3 m. 
Source: <http://www.fionatan.nl>
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Figure 1.2 
Exhibitions focused on vernacular photography curated by Erik Kessels.  
Left: 24 hours of photos. Photograph by Gijs van den Berg. Right: Album Beauty.
Figure 1.3 
Kodak advertisements from the late nineteenth 
and early twentieth centuries, all of which advo-
cate the traveleability of the cameras.  
Left: 1890s, middle: 1900s, right: 1910s.
Figure 1.4 
Album cover. 
Source: Leiden Special Collections.
Figure 1.5  
Pages 8 and 9 of the album. Some photo-
graphs have been removed.
Figure 1.6 
H.J. Herbig, Switzerland, 3-31 August 1911. 
Pages 3 en 5, like many other pages, focus on 
spectacular scenery and surroundings.
Figure 1.7 
Focus on people and their activities. 
Pages 6 and 7, 24 and 25.
Figure 1.8 
The occasional scenery shot. 
Pages 22 and 23.
Figure 1.9 @vianphs 
Photograph can only be square (left), unless circumvented with 
another app that adds borders, in this case Afterlight (right).
Figure 1.11 @dguttenfelder 
Aesthete, ‘serious’ photography of high pro-
fessional quality. Exception rather than rule.
Figure 1.10 @cats_of_instagram 
Cute, light, very middle of the road and 
popular. Multiple cats a day.
Figure 1.12 @fitgirlcode 
Caption: For all fit fashionista’s check 
out x shop.fitgirlcode.com x for the 
awesome #fitgirlcode bottle. Colorful 
leopard sports bra is from @joghacom. 
Presale starts next week! Sneakers are 
nike air max essentials bought at Nike 
lab in New York.
Figure 1.13 @girlslove2run 
Caption: Totally blown away by @jose-
cabaco. He shot a @nikerunning social 
campaign entirely with an iPhone 5S. 
Using @vsco for retouching. #amaze-
balls #blownaway #inspiration
Figures 1.14 @kimkardashian 
Kim Kardashian and her daughter North. 
Captions reflect on the difference between 
‘at home’ and ‘the paparazzi.’ 
 
The photographs were posted on Novem-
ber 19, approx. six hours before 10:06 CET 
and in that time, harvested more than one 
million likes each.
Figure 1.15 @vianphs 
Photographs ordered chronologically, in grids.
Figure 2.1 
On Kawara 
I AM STILL ALIVE series  
Telegrams
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Figure 2.2 
On Kawara  
I GOT UP series 
Postcards
Figure 2.3 
Polaroid advertisements from 1949, 1950 and 1954 (Annual Report cover) respectively. 
Figure 2.4 
President Barack Obama and first lady Michelle 
Obama danced at the inaugural ball in Washing-
ton DC, Monday, January 20, 2014. 
Photograph by Zhang Jun / Xinhua / Zuma Press.
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Figure 3.1 
KPCB report shows a steep incline in photo uploads per day for most popular apps, 
with Snapchat as rapid grower only still outnumbered by Whatsapp.
Figure 3.2 
KPCB report shows an increase in popularity for ‘visual web’ social networks.
Figure 3.3 
Snapshat screenshots. From left to right: startup screen, the newsfeed, and the pho-
to-taking screen. There is one new unread video from Thomas Smit. Received snaps 
are displayed as squares, sent ones as arrows, photographs are red, videos are purple.
Figure 3.5 
The Snapchat friends list. Score adds up all snaps sent and received and lists friends 
you interact with most. The quantitative difference between infrequent and very  
frequent users is quite substantial.
Figure 3.4 
A received snap. Can only be watched while 
touched. Countdown is in the top right corner. 
Once a screenshot is taken, the sender is notified.
Figure 3.6 
Taptalk (left), Slingshot before December 4, 2014 update (middle), Slingshot after update (right).
Figure 3.7 
A rough estimate of photographs taken each year from 1826 up to 2011. The number is already outdated, seeing that it is 
nearly 4 years old. The slope is interesting - and quantities have expectedly only further increased.  
Numbers are based on camera phone ownership, usage, Facebook and Instagram data, and more. 
Source: <blog.1000memories.com/94-number-of-photos-ever-taken-digital-and-analog-in-shoebox>
Figure 3.8 
ED IT’s archiving system, with all photographs printed and 
ordered (top) and photos from one cluster, in this case,  
‘unidentified’ (bottom).
